








Proposal for Restoration of Historic Fronts of Buildings known as 1713 and 1715 East Carson Street, 
City of Pittsburgh, South Side Historic District 

The restoration will require different work to be done in 4 distinct areas: 

1. Two Brick Columns (1713) 
Brick was damaged and intentionally scratched during installation of noncompliant tile, now 
removed. The existing brick faces are unlikely to be restored to original and even if acceptably 
restored visually, will lose protective glaze that would begin to deteriorate and crack in 20 to 30 
years.  Proposal is to not attempt to further remove remaining thin set residue on brick columns 
since it is already compromised, but instead to face it with thin-set brick to match existing.  Thin-
set brick to be real brick size, type and profile of original brick, including corner components and 
any special shapes required. 
 

2. Base of store front windows – Marble (1713) 
Attempt to do a test removal of remaining thin set adhesive on original marble from below the 
storefront glass on the 1713 façade.  If unsatisfactory, remove marble and wooden trim, replace 
with custom ordered slab granite (ubatuba type or equal) with top and bottom trim to match 
original.   
 

3. Cement board on wall leading to front door (1715)  
This area does not face the street and is minimally visible.  It can be finished in a manner 
deemed appropriate by the Historic District.   
 

4. Damaged tile from removal of noncompliant tile (1715) 
Clean existing ceramic face tile and replace any and all damages or broken tiles.  Sizes, colors, 
and cut of tile to match tile colors and configuration (per prior Historic Commission approval on 
or about 2009) as in place prior to installation of non-compliant tile and remaining adhesive.    
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